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Alternative approaches to the current rebate system are being considered by policymakers and stakeholders in the private insurance market. This paper presents an analysis of three alternative options to the current rebate model: retaining retroactive rebates but requiring 100% pass-through of rebates and fees to plan sponsors; retaining retroactive rebates but requiring that patients share in rebates at the point of sale; and eliminating retroactive rebates and replacing the current structure with upfront discounts. Each alternative approach presents a balance of potential advantages and disadvantages. Policymakers should not assume that switching to an alternative rebate model will deliver unalloyed benefits for patients and the health system.
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The combination of rising drug costs at the health system level and increasing financial stress for individual patients has triggered intense concern in the USA. One target has come under particular scrutiny: rebates. Drug makers in the USA face no federal process whereby prices are evaluated in comparison to evidence of clinical benefit, but they must negotiate with a myriad of payers (including both insurers and pharmacy benefit managers [PBMs]). Discounts to the list price of drugs (rendered post sale as rebates) are negotiated in exchange for preferential formulary placement, which increases sales. Rebate agreements are often quite complex, including possible 'stacked' rebates paid to PBMs: combined payments related to formulary placement, variously named administrative fees, price increase protection guarantees and other programs.

Rebates are a key negotiating tool for payers and help produce lower net prices for drugs that can help reduce the overall costs of drug spending. But for many years the PBM business model has included a revenue stream gained by retaining a percent of the absolute rebate amount they return to plan sponsors. Drug makers argue that this 'rebate economy' forces them to increase list prices in order to offer larger rebates to PBMs to gain preferred formulary status. The effect of rebates in lowering net prices may reduce plan sponsor costs and moderate the cost of insurance premiums for all plan members. However, some plan sponsors argue that the profitability of rebates to PBMs provides an incentive for them to prioritize high-rebate drugs that might not have the lowest net cost for the plan sponsor. Higher list prices hurt many patients who need ongoing drug treatment, since increased use of co-insurance and of high-deductible plans has meant rising numbers of patients are required to pay their out-of-pocket share for drug coverage in relation to the list price, not the negotiated (and confidential) rebate price.

Rebates have therefore become an extremely contentious topic, praised by many as the best tool to provide competitive leverage for payers seeking lower net prices, but reviled by others who view rebates as the chief sin in a system that punishes sick patients with higher out-of-pocket costs and absorbs billions of dollars that could otherwise either reward innovative treatments, keep costs down, or both. Recently, both payers and drug makers have introduced new approaches that experiment with alternative approaches to rebates; and, in July 2019, the
Trump administration abandoned a draft rule that would have expressly excluded from safe harbor protection under federal Anti-Kickback Statute any rebates paid by manufacturers to contracted PBMs or payers in Part D plans and Medicaid managed care organizations [1,2]. The Health and Human Services proposal would have created a new safe harbor for prescription drug discounts offered directly to patients, and for fixed-fee service arrangements between drug manufacturers and PBMs [2].

But amid both federal and private-market initiatives to address concerns about rebates, the potential benefits and possible negative consequences of realistic possible alternatives for different stakeholders have received little analysis. Similarly, there remain questions about how rebates interact with other elements of drug pricing, coverage and delivery.

This White Paper, benefiting from a review of relevant literature and interviews with numerous participants in the rebate process – from plan sponsors, to insurers, to PBMs, to drug makers – addresses these questions and lays out a framework for evaluating proposed alternatives to a rebate model that has served as the cornerstone of drug pricing and coverage negotiation for decades. Additional insights and recommendations resulted from a summit with leading experts and representatives from 29 insurers, pharmacy benefit management firms, drug manufacturers and biotechnology companies. A list of companies represented at the summit can be found in the acknowledgments section. This paper, however, does not reflect a consensus of opinion among summit participants [3].

**How do rebates work?**

The supply chain for pharmaceuticals in the USA is complex, involving many different stakeholders with competing interests. Sood et al. [4] calculate that 41% of prescription drug expenditure accrues to intermediaries in the pharmaceutical distribution system. Figure 1 illustrates the flow of services, products and payments (including rebates).

Rebates are negotiated between drug makers and payers (insurers or PBMs) when drugs first enter the market and are renegotiated on a regular or ad hoc basis. As mentioned earlier, rebates can be based on a mixture of payments from drug manufacturers to PBMs, but their primary function is to serve as an element of negotiating favorable placement within a drug formulary. For example, a company desiring its drug to be placed in the best tier of a formulary, in which the drug can be considered a ‘preferred’ drug for clinicians, with more limited drug
management and low out-of-pocket payments required from patients, may offer a larger rebate off the announced list price.

Rebates are thus more common and usually larger in drug areas in which there is significant competition among branded drugs, especially when competition is among drugs with similar mechanisms of action and only incremental, if any, differences in clinical risks or benefits. Drug areas with substantial rebates include diabetes drugs and autoimmune agents used for conditions such as rheumatoid arthritis and psoriasis.

Although rebate levels are negotiated ‘upfront’ before the drugs are prescribed, they are not implemented as discounts on the price paid by the patient or even by the payer at the time of the original transaction. Instead, rebates are paid retroactively, and may include a sliding scale based on other factors such as market share or the aggregate amount of other fees wrapped into the overall rebate agreement. PBMs share all, or some portion of, rebates and other fees derived from these agreements, with the health insurer or the plan sponsor based on their contractual agreement.

The size of rebates on branded drugs varies between drugs administered through the medical benefit and those obtained through outpatient prescription drug coverage. Rebates also differ by drug types; a study of Medicare Part D rebates found that rebates were highest for drugs with brand competition (average 39% of gross cost), while protected class drugs (there are six protected classes: anticonvulsants, antidepressants, antineoplastics [including many oral chemotherapy drugs], antipsychotics, antiretrovirals, and immunosuppressants; Part D plans to cover ‘all or substantially all drugs’ within each of the classes), had lower average rebates: 14% [5]. A detailed description of how rebates function across different insurance types in the US market is beyond the scope of this paper [3].

### The ‘rebate economy’ & the gross to net bubble in drug prices

Opinions on the magnitude of the difference between list and net prices following rebates, and the role that rebates play in driving overall drug expenditures, are highly contentious, differing across stakeholders and commentators. Manufacturers say that they can offer larger rebates if they increase their list prices, a view supported by some analyses linking increased overall spending on rebates with increasing list price trends [6]. Some drug companies have released aggregate net price results suggesting that net costs to the payer have declined when rebates are factored in. However, studies commissioned by the Pharmaceutical Care Management Association and the America’s Health Insurance Plans demonstrate no aggregate positive relationship between list price levels and the amount obtained in rebates [6,7].

There is general agreement that the gap between list and net price is widening as a cumulative sum: over the 5 years between 2012 and 2016, the total value of pharmaceutical manufacturers’ off-invoice rebates and other price concessions more than doubled from $59 billion to $127 billion [8,9]. IQVIA Institute, a data science company the researches and forecasts global use of medicines, has shown that invoice price growth (i.e., gross price) has continually out-paced net price growth (which accounts for rebates). Both are, however, declining, with net price growth coming closer in line with general inflation. This is shown in Figure 2.

Data from both the Office of the Inspector General and CVS Health, a pharmacy benefit manager, corroborate this growing gap between list and net price [10,11]. In a 2018 report, the Office of the Inspector General demonstrates that while Medicare Part D reimbursement increased 62% from 2011 to 2015 ($49–80 billion), rebates more than doubled ($89–23 billion) over the same time frame [10]. CVS data also demonstrate that while gross expenditure on brand name drugs has increased, the corresponding rebate levels have increased faster, leading to the proportion of gross expenditures being rebated rising from 13% in 2011 to 31% in 2017.

For patients, the gap between list and net price can substantially affect out-of-pocket spending at the pharmacy counter. In the past decade, employers and individuals have shifted toward benefit designs with high out-of-pocket cost structures, including deductibles, co-insurance and tiered formulary design. Patients’ out-of-pocket expenditure, however, is linked to list prices instead of net prices, since net prices are considered proprietary and only determined retroactively. A large gap between list and net price therefore matters to patients, who, in some cases, might pay more out-of-pocket for the drug than its actual true (net) cost to the plan [12]. And rebate payments are made to payers even when patients are in the deductible phase of their insurance benefit and paying the full price of treatment. Examples of patients paying high out-of-pocket costs, without benefiting from the rebates negotiated for a therapy, have become commonplace in mainstream news throughout the past several years, including high profile stories about insulin and the EpiPen [13,14].
What are the major alternative options for rebate models?

There are three major alternative options to the current rebate model. The first two options represent rebate ‘reform’ and may be implemented separately or, as many have argued, combined. It is, however, important for policy makers to consider the potential advantages and disadvantages of each element separately. The third option would involve eliminating rebates and moving exclusively to a system of upfront discounts.

We evaluate each option against the following criteria:

- Impact on patients’ affordability, access to care and clinical outcomes.
- Impact on overall cost of pharmaceuticals and medical spending.
- Impact on competitive outlook for innovative new medicines.
- Ability to support outcomes-based contracting and indication-specific pricing agreements.
- Impact on efforts to design formularies based on cost–effectiveness of pharmaceuticals.
- Feasibility of implementation.
- Ability to improve transparency of costs to support public dialog on value and affordability.

A summary of our evaluation of each option against these criteria is included in Table 1.

Option 1: 100% Pass-through (all rebates flow to plan sponsors)

The first option is to require that PBMs pass 100% of rebates and associated manufacturer fees through to plan sponsors to eliminate the incentive for PBMs to develop formularies that drive utilization to highly rebated drugs despite higher net costs for payers. PBMs would be paid through administrative fees from plan sponsors to compensate for the services they provide.

Potential advantages

With less incentive for PBMs to develop rebate-driven formularies, a 100% pass-through model would diminish financial incentives for high list prices, benefiting individual patients financially if their cost sharing is linked to list price (which could also lead to better adherence and outcomes). Net prices could remain confidential, and rebates could continue to be linked to formulary placement and utilization at the population level. Proponents believe that passing all rebates – and any other form of manufacturer fee or payment – back to plan sponsors would allow payers to compare PBM offerings more transparently, improve their negotiating power and enable them to understand why certain decisions are being made with regards to formulary design.
The law already requires that payers who participate in Medicare Part D pass back to the government all negotiated rebates, pharmacies’ fees and other forms of price concessions. The Medicare program defines these payments as direct and indirect remuneration (DIR). But policy analysts have noted that Medicare is not receiving all DIR that it is entitled to receive [15]. Prescription drug plans (PDPs) and PBMs can classify certain items to exclude them from DIR. Furthermore, if PDPs and PBMs underestimate the amount of DIR in their initial bids,
they can retain a proportion of the DIR they receive beyond the initial estimation, due to the design of Part D risk corridors [15–17]. These features encourage PDPs and PBMs to favor drugs with high DIR, which are typically drugs with high list prices. A complete pass-through of DIR to Medicare, including all fees that are ‘DIR in disguise’, could therefore have a potentially significant impact on Medicare Part D prices much in the way it would in the private market. By cutting the link between PDP and PBM profit and DIR, incentives should shift toward more efficient formulary management decisions.

Last, the implementation of a pass-through model would involve relatively little disruption to the existing agreements between manufacturers and wholesalers, some of which are passed on to pharmacies and other dispensers. It would, however, still entail the challenges of a piecemeal transition from existing contracts between PBMs and plan sponsors that are not based on a 100% pass-through.

**Potential disadvantages**

This alternative model might achieve little if PBMs find new ways to retain revenue obtained from manufacturers as ‘fees’ instead of ‘rebates’. It would also do little for patients in the short term if the increased rebates flowing back to plan sponsors are not reflected in lower co-pays or premiums. The potential impact on the gross-to-net gap and overall spending is unclear, because many plans now expect, and some may prefer, large, guaranteed, rebates.

The primary potential advantage of a pass-through model may also represent one of its greatest potential disadvantages for both payers and patients. If PBMs are paid a fixed fee independent of negotiated rebates, they could have less incentive to put great effort into fighting for the lowest net price unless plan sponsors help create a truly different competitive landscape in which PBMs compete on the basis of patient outcomes and lowest net health system cost instead of just lowest fees.

Further, it is important to consider whether requiring PBMs to pass all rebates to plan sponsors might limit PBMs efforts to benefit from the aggregation of purchasing power to achieve greater savings beyond what a single plan could on its own. If PBMs are prohibited from aggregating rebates across multiple Part D plans, it might lead to a reduction in negotiating leverage, and therefore, higher overall net costs for payers and plan members.

**Option 2: Point-of-sale rebates for patients**

Point-of-sale (POS) rebates involve passing all or a proportion of rebate savings directly to patients. This option appears to most directly address high out-of-pocket costs. Some private health plans have already begun offering benefit designs with POS rebates that seek to share the financial benefits of rebates with patients, without undermining competitive leverage by allowing direct back calculation of net prices.

**Potential advantages**

The most important benefit of POS rebates is that patients who require extended use of expensive medications for chronic conditions could have their financial burden lessened. While evidence is limited, POS rebates could improve adherence and consequently clinical outcomes. Finally, aligning patient cost sharing with net price can facilitate the effectiveness of value-based formularies if patient co-pays are lowest, as a consequence of the POS rebates, for the most cost-effective treatment.

**Potential disadvantages**

POS rebates give to individual patients some of the money that would otherwise flow back to the plan sponsor. The payer no longer has the option to apply those funds in ways that reduce overall health insurance premiums. For Medicare Part D, some fear that POS rebates would lead plans to increase premiums enough to have negative effects on the affordability of plans for financially vulnerable patients. Increased premiums would also require more federal subsidy for enrollees.

POS rebates by themselves are not a cure for the financial burdens faced by many patients who need high-cost medicines. Many patients who need expensive, chronic treatment may still reach their annual out-of-pocket maximum. Furthermore, while applying POS rebates will reduce out-of-pocket cost for specific patients, they will not impact the most economically vulnerable patients on Medicaid, whose co-payments are kept low already. For these patients, as well as others who have reached the out-of-pocket maximum in their respective plans, rebate savings will continue to flow directly to the payer.
The impact of POS rebates on overall spending is unclear. Some commentators worry that POS rebates would include information for patients that inadvertently discloses the rebate level and undermines the leverage held by payers through confidential negotiations. POS rebates would also not neutralize the incentives for PBMs and others in the drug-delivery chain that may lead them to seek higher list prices and larger rebates. Another potential risk is that unless POS rebates are carefully calibrated, they could reduce the out-of-pocket cost of a branded drug to the extent that these are chosen by members in place of generics that cost less to the plan.

Option 3: Eliminate rebates & move to upfront discounts
Some commentators believe that moving to upfront discounts is both feasible and the best way to accomplish the chief aims of many stakeholders. In its draft rule, the Trump Administration took a strong stand in favor of this approach [2].

Potential advantages
The main argument for upfront discounts is that they remove the PBM incentive to generate revenue from rebates that many believe leads to higher list prices and a less transparent flow of money between manufacturers, PBMs and payers. Upfront discounts could also be the alternative model that most facilitates the application of cost–effectiveness findings to the development of formularies if prices are known and can be compared at the outset. Discounts could be allowed to vary depending on clear and uniform criteria such as formulary placement, cost–effectiveness or expected volume. If discounts were transparent, clinicians could more readily become involved in choosing the most cost-effective treatment for their patients.

Potential disadvantages
Many have argued that upfront discounts would impact payer leverage, and drug pricing behavior by drug manufacturers. For one, payers may not have the same level of leverage in negotiating upfront uniform discounts as they do in negotiating rebates that are linked to utilization/market share. The implicit transparency in upfront discounts is also viewed as problematic, potentially leading manufacturers to set single discount levels across all payers that would increase overall costs. Some have argued that publishing discounts would increase the risk of tacit collusion on price discounting among competing manufacturers. It could, however, be possible to implement upfront discounts that are confidential, so preserving bargaining power, but this puts at risk some of the benefits of increasing transparency.

Another consequence of shifting to upfront discounts is the risk of undermining progress toward meaningful outcomes-based contracts and indication-specific pricing arrangements, both of which require some kind of back-end reconciliation process. Moreover, it should not be forgotten that a legal settlement 22 years ago led to the abandonment of discounts in favor of rebates. Drug manufacturers agreed they would offer similar pricing contracts to all purchasers that demonstrated they could move market share. The legal context has not changed, so it is not clear whether manufacturers could legally offer upfront any differentiation of discounts without violating antitrust law.

From a practical perspective, a move to a fixed-price discount approach is viewed by all stakeholders as requiring a major, complicated restructuring of both Medicare Part D and commercial contracts. Wholesalers and pharmacies could end up dealing with dozens of different (discounted) prices for each drug (varying by plan) and it is not clear how such a system would move such differently priced drugs through the supply chain. It also may have significant implications for ‘best price’ rule payments by manufacturers to State Medicaid plans. Medicaid programs currently achieve large rebates and are dependent upon them to meet budgets.

Discussion
There is no perfect solution that eliminates all challenges created by rebates. Choosing the best policy option will rest on which goals are given the most weight. Stakeholders will differ as to what they most wish to see accomplished. It is possible that all three options could increase overall net costs. None directly addresses the impact of high deductible benefit designs or formularies that apply high co-insurance rates to expensive medications for chronic conditions. None would be able to solve the problem faced by manufacturers of new medicines with limited indications (and therefore market size) who are constrained in the absolute level of rebates they can offer, and therefore can be disadvantaged in formulary placement. None address drug maker launch prices or post launch drug price inflation. Many of the most expensive pharmaceuticals lack competition and thus do not come to market
with any rebates. And some of the more promising efforts to use outcomes-based contracting to share risk and gain some measure of control over the effective drug price would be undercut by a move to upfront discounts. Forcing an abrupt transition away from rebates would raise significant questions about the impact on total costs of care and on patient access and outcomes. Any effort at rebate reform should also consider the broad effects of any change on potential investment decisions by drug makers.

It is conceptually attractive to consider a fourth, hybrid option, combining a POS rebate for patients with a model that also passes 100% of rebates through to plan sponsors. This combination would function in many ways like a system of upfront discounts, and could help achieve many of the same goals. There are three main differences. First, a combination of 100% pass-through and POS would not by itself re-orient the rest of the drug delivery system, that is, wholesalers and pharmacies, away from rebate incentives that favor higher list prices. Transitioning to flat fees for wholesalers and pharmacies could only be accomplished as a separate step, requiring manufacturers to take the initiative to re-contract with all elements of the delivery chain. It is unclear if market forces would compel that effort.

The second distinguishing factor between upfront discounts and a combination of 100% pass-through and POS rebate system is one that favors the latter: it would still accommodate retrospective payments needed to support outcomes-based contracts, utilization-linked rebates or the reconciliation needed for indication-specific pricing agreements. The ability to accommodate these initiatives would be viewed as a benefit by many stakeholders, and the inability of upfront discounts to readily support them is considered an important limitation.

However, the third distinguishing element between the two approaches heavily favors upfront discounts. Transparency around pricing and revenue flows is a central short-term goal held by many plan sponsors. Transparency also figures among the higher aspirations of all stakeholders who view it as a necessary driver of desired changes to the entire chain of drug pricing and delivery. Upfront discounts with transparency are more likely to support a rapid transition to flat fees for wholesalers and pharmacies along the delivery chain. Although full price transparency is viewed with alarm by some stakeholders who fear it will undermine the negotiating power of payers, it does represent the best way of assuring plan sponsors that the entire system of formulary development is not being perversely determined by the influence of rebates and hidden fees. Indeed, it maybe that some would be willing to accept higher net prices as a price worth paying, at least in the short run, for greater transparency. We also note, however, that upfront discounts could be confidential. There is a general assumption that the upfront discount model will have transparent net prices, but this may not be the case. If discounts were confidential, then bargaining power would be maintained but the benefits of transparency would be lost.

Most stakeholders in the healthcare system realize that some form of change to the current paradigm of rebates is both needed and inevitable. While there are still many unknowns regarding the ultimate financial consequences, an aspirational target of moving fully toward a system in which upfront discounts are part of a broader transformation in drug negotiation and delivery is shared by a surprising number of stakeholders. Any way forward is fraught with risk and uncertainty, with trade-offs between short-term feasibility and long-term goals evident at every step. We hope this White Paper will hearten and inform those who wish to take a thoughtful, careful approach to near-term reform while laying the groundwork for greater transformation to come.
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Executive summary

- Rebates are a key negotiating tool for payers to achieve competitive prices for drugs, but some stakeholders argue that they create perverse incentives that drive up list prices, and create barriers to market entry for new, innovative treatments.
- For patients, should rebates drive high list prices, this can lead to higher out-of-pocket costs because their out-of-pocket share for drug coverage is in relation to the list price, not the negotiated rebate price.
- This paper evaluates three major alternative options to the current rebate model to understand their impact on net drug prices, patient access and affordability, and competitive outlook for new treatments, among other criteria.

Option 1: 100% pass-through (all rebates & fees flow to plan sponsors)
- Proponents believe that passing all rebates – and any other form of manufacturer fee or payment – back to plan sponsors would allow payers to compare pharmacy benefit manager (PBM) offerings more transparently, improve the negotiating power of payers and enable them to understand why certain decisions are being made with regards to formulary design.
- If PBMs are paid a fixed fee independent of negotiated rebates, they could have less incentive to put great effort into fighting for the lowest net price.

OPTION 2: point-of-sale rebates for patients
- The most important benefit of point-of-sale (POS) rebates is that patients who require extended use of expensive medications for chronic conditions could have their financial burden lessened.
- Because POS rebates give to individual patients some of the money that would otherwise flow back to the plan sponsor; the plan sponsor can no longer apply those funds in ways that reduce overall health insurance premiums; and premiums for all members could rise.

OPTION 3: eliminate rebates & move to upfront discounts
- The main argument for upfront discounts is that they remove the PBM incentive to generate revenue from rebates that many believe leads to higher list prices and a less transparent flow of money between manufacturers, PBMs and payers.
- Many have argued that payers may not have the same legal and practical leverage when negotiating uniform discounts as they do in negotiating rebates that are linked to utilization/market share.

Discussion
- It is possible that all options could increase overall net costs, and none address drug maker launch prices or postlaunch price inflation.
- Despite the tradeoffs in rebate reform, it is conceptually attractive to consider combining a POS rebate for patients with a model that also passes 100% of rebates through to plan sponsors.
- However, if transparency around pricing and revenue flows is a central short-term goal held by stakeholders, upfront discounts may represent the best way of assuring plan sponsors that the entire system of formulary development is not being perversely determined by the influence of rebates and hidden fees.
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